Please visit the Cornell Population Program (CPP) for more information. If you would like additional information sent to CPP affiliates, please e-mail your suggestions to Erin Oates.
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SEMINARS
CPP-Sponsored Seminars at Cornell
Katherine M. O'Regan, Wagner Graduate School of Public Service, New York University
*How Low Income Neighborhoods Change: Entry, Exit, and Enhancement*
December 10, 2010, 12:00pm-1:15pm, 153 MVR Hall

Other Population-Relevant Seminars at Cornell
Lisa Barrow, Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago
*Paying for Performance: The Education Impacts of a Community College Scholarship Program for Low-income Adults*
December 13, 2010, 4:15-5:45pm, 115 Ives Hall

CONFERENCES
5th Annual PopPov Network Conference, January 19-21, 2011, Marseille, France. The 5th Annual PopPov Network Conference will focus on international population, reproductive health, and economic development.


2011 PAA Annual Meeting, March 31-April 2, 2011, Washington, DC. There will also be an Economic Demography Workshop from 1-6 pm on the afternoon of March 30.


WORKSHOPS
Paul Voss Spatial Regression Modeling Workshop. The CPP Statistics Core is sponsoring a 5-day workshop by Paul Voss on Spatial Regression Modeling. The workshop will be held on campus from June 6 - June 10, 2011. Dr Voss, currently at the UNC Odum Institute for Research in Social Science, is Professor Emeritus in the Department of Rural Sociology at the University of Wisconsin-Madison and a noted expert in spatial analysis and spatial regression. Due its length and relatively high cost, the CPP would like to get an estimate of workshop attendees as early as possible. The cost of this workshop to CPP affiliates is free. If you would like to register, please contact Carrie Chalmers by December 10, 2010.
Communicating letters

Stanford Workshop in Formal Demography. December 15-17, 2010 at Stanford University. The Stanford Center for Population Research and the Center for the Demography and Economics of Health and Aging announce a workshop on Mortality Analysis and Forecasting. The broad goal is to demonstrate the importance of mathematical results and understanding for demography in a variety of substantive contexts.


42nd East-West Center Summer Seminar on Population. Workshops held during May/June 2011 in Honolulu, Hawaii. Specific dates and locations are: 1) Designing Fertility Analyses in the Context of Low Fertility (June 4-18); 2) Effective Responses to HIV in a Funding-Constrained Environment: Asia (May 28-June 18); and 3) Communicating with Policymakers about Population and Health (May 28-June 18). The deadline for applications is December 31, 2010.

CALL FOR PAPERS

Call for Papers: 2011 Western Economic Association Meetings. CSWEP will be sponsoring sessions at the 2011 Western Economic Association International (WEAI) meetings, to be held at the San Diego Marriott Hotel and Marina, San Diego, June 29-July 3, 2011. Deadline for submission of session proposals is January 14, 2011.


Call for Papers: 2nd Annual Integrating Genetics & Social Science (IGSS). With support from the NICHD and the PAA, the Institute of Behavioral Science and CU Population Center are hosting the 2nd annual conference Integrating Genetics and the Social Sciences. The goal of this conference is to showcase behavioral and molecular genetic studies that enhance demographic and social scientific inquiry or in some way integrate genetics and the social sciences. Deadline: January 15, 2011.

Call for Papers: The Essential Principles of Small- and Mid-Scale Food Value Chain Development. JAFSCD invites researchers, ag/food system development professionals, and others to submit applied research papers, critical reflection essays, commentaries, and other manuscripts that provide critical insights into small- and mid-scale food value chain development. Deadline: February 15, 2011.

Nhanes-Questionnaire Development. The National Center for Health Statistics/CDC (NCHS) will consider adding new or revised questionnaire material, laboratory assessments, and examination components to the 2013-14 National Health and Nutrition Examination Survey (NHANES) survey. There are two stages to the NHANES proposal process. First, proposers should submit a letter of intent describing the proposed NHANES project. NHANES staff will review the letters of intent. If the proposed survey content seems appropriate for NHANES, then staff from our division will ask proposers for a full research proposal. There are separate deadlines, for letters of intent, for each of the three basic survey areas - the examination, laboratory assessments and
questionnaires items. Examination component deadline: February 28, 2011; questionnaire content deadline: April 15, 2011; and laboratory content deadline: June 1, 2011.

FUNDING OPPORTUNITIES


**ISS Small Grant Program.** The ISS small grant program is designed to assist Cornell’s tenure-track and tenured faculty working within the social sciences. Application deadline: February 9, 2011.

**U.S. Department of Labor 2011 Scholars Program.** On behalf of the U.S. Department of Labor, Mathematica Policy Research is pleased to announce a competition to fund one or two highly qualified researchers to carry out research projects that are relevant to the Department’s policymaking. Proposed projects should contribute to the Department’s mission of fostering, promoting, and developing the well-being of wage earners, retirees, and job seekers. Interested postdoctoral associates and junior researchers are strongly encouraged to apply for this opportunity. Application deadline: February 28, 2011.

OPPORTUNITIES

**Survey: Career Development Needs of University Faculty Interested in Child and Family Policy.** The University-Based Child and Family Policy Consortium (CFPC) has developed a survey to better understand and address the career development needs of university faculty, staff and students who are working on or interested in child and family policy. Please take 5-10 minutes to fill out this survey assessing your interest in, access to and use of mechanisms that support your policy efforts. Survey will close on December 21, 2010.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

**Archiving Director at the University of Michigan, DSDR.** The Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR), a center in the Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan, is recruiting a senior social scientist to direct a data archiving project. Data Sharing for Demographic Research (DSDR) provides resources to demographic data producers and users with support from the Demographic and Behavioral Sciences Branch (DBSB) of the Eunice Kennedy Shriver National Institute of Child Health and Human Development (NICHD). Screening of applications will begin immediately upon receipt and continue until the position is filled.

**Archiving Director at the University of Michigan, NAHDAP.** The Inter-University Consortium for Political and Social Research (ICPSR), a center in the Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan, is recruiting a senior social scientist to direct a data archiving project. National Addiction & HIV Data Archive Program (NAHDAP) acquires, preserves, and disseminates data relevant to drug addiction and HIV research with funding from the National Institute on Drug Abuse. This project is a set of public service activities that work with data producers and data users to document, archive and disseminate data for social science research. Screening of applications will begin immediately upon receipt and continue until the position is filled.

**Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology, University of California, Irvine.** As part of its continuing expansion, the UCI Sociology Department announces recruitment for one tenure-track position at the assistant professor
level. We welcome applicants in all sub-fields. We seek candidates with a strong publication profile and a well-defined research agenda. Application deadline: December 15, 2010.

**Assistant Professor, Human Development and Family Studies, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign.** The Department of Human and Community Development at the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign is seeking a nine-month, full-time (50% teaching, 50% research), tenure-track Assistant Professor with a start date of August 16, 2011. We are seeking a family and/or developmental methodologist with a substantive research area related to child, adolescent or family studies. Candidates are required to have proficiency in the application of advanced multivariate statistics and methods, including multilevel and growth curve modeling techniques. Experience is desirable in the analysis of longitudinal data, dyadic data, intensive repeated measures data, and/or the integration of qualitative and quantitative methods. Application deadline: January 3, 2011.

**Postdoctoral Fellowships, National Poverty Center.** The Research and Training Program on Poverty and Public Policy provides under-represented scholars in the social sciences the opportunity to spend one to two years conducting research and pursuing extensive training at the Gerald R. Ford School of Public Policy. Application deadline: January 14, 2011.

**Fred H. Bixby Fellowship Program.** Through a generous grant from the Fred H. Bixby Foundation, the Population Council has created the Bixby Fellowship Program to expand opportunities for recently trained social scientists and biomedical researchers in the health and population fields. Bixby fellowships allow citizens of developing countries to work with experienced mentors in the Council’s international network of offices. Fellows work on projects in one of three program areas: Reproductive Health, HIV/AIDS, and Poverty, Gender and Youth. Application deadline: January 15, 2011.


**Post Doctoral Research Associate, Princeton University.** The Office of Population Research at Princeton University is seeking a postdoctoral researcher to work on a project that examines the biological pathways linking social and economic factors to health among older cohorts in Taiwan. The candidate should have strong methodological skills and experience in working with large survey data sets. Appointment is for one year, with possible renewal, to begin as early as July 2011. Ph.D. in related discipline required. Application deadline: March 15, 2011.

**CPP STUDENT SECTION**

**CPP Student Travel Grants for PAA.** Funding announcement coming soon for CPP student travel grants for PAA. Students presenting papers will receive up to $400 and students attending will receive up to $200 for travel-related expenses. Students presenting papers will receive higher funding priority. Travel grants are first come, first served until funds are spent.

**CISER Help Desk Consultant.** CISER is currently seeking graduate students with strong statistical software and data analysis experience to help staff our computing consulting helpdesk locations at Mann Library and 391 Pine Tree Road (CISER). The expected pay range for this position is between $14.00 and $16.00 per hour.

**CISER Statistical Computing Documentation Developer.** CISER is seeking a graduate student with solid English-language technical writing skills and considerable familiarity with data analysis software (such as SAS, Stata, SPSS, Atlas.ti and/or R) and, preferably, the CISER research computing system, to revamp documentation related
to these resources on the CISER web site. The expected pay range for this position is between $14.00 and $16.00 per hour.

Fred H. Bixby Fellowship Program. Through a generous grant from the Fred H. Bixby Foundation, the Population Council has created the Bixby Fellowship Program to expand opportunities for recently trained social scientists and biomedical researchers in the health and population fields. Bixby fellowships allow citizens of developing countries to work with experienced mentors in the Council's international network of offices. Fellows work on projects in one of three program areas: Reproductive Health, HIV/AIDS, and Poverty, Gender and Youth. Application deadline: January 15, 2011.

National Pre-Doctoral Mentoring Program. The National Mentoring and Training Program of the Center for Population Research in LGBT Health at The Fenway Institute is seeking applications for its Pre-Doctoral Mentoring Program, open to currently enrolled doctoral and advanced Masters’ students. The program connects trainees with expert faculty mentors in LGBT health research from Center’s national network of participating scientists. Mentors are closely matched to students’ research interests and assist students who are developing or working on a research project in the study of LGBT health or same-sex families/households. An ideal candidate will have an interest in working with a mentor to better incorporate population health research methods and/or concerns in their projects. Applications deadline: February 15, 2011.

REU Site Summer Institute 2011: Immigration, Geography, and Race/Ethnicity in the United States. The Population Research Center at The University of Texas at Austin, in collaboration with the Department of Sociology, hosts the Research Experience for Undergraduates (REU) program. This eight-week summer program, which is funded by a grant from the National Science Foundation, offers eight very selective upper-division undergraduate students the opportunity to study social demography through course work and a mentored research experience with senior PRC graduate students. The program pays for tuition, room and board, and computer expenses. Students also receive a stipend for participation in the program. Application deadline: February 21, 2011.